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Environmental Studies and Sustainability Science: Political Ecology and Sustainability, 7.5 credits

MESS55 litteraturlista fastställd av LUCSUS styrelse den 14 juni 2018 (Dnr STYR 2018/1069).

Core literature (selected chapters, about 500 pages total):


Selected articles and book sections (about 650 pages total):


Truelove, Y. (2011). "(Re-) Conceptualizing water inequality in Delhi, India through a feminist political ecology framework." Geoforum 42(2): 143-152. (9 pages)


+ 200 pages to be selected depending on topics of group assignments and individual course paper.

Female scholars in yellow.

Total pages: 1150.

*The amount of readings is motivated by that the course syllabus explicitly states that this is a seminar-based and text-intensive course. Gender balance: 42% of publications by female scholars.*